
Dear Colleague,

I thought I would share this informational 
piece with you to talk about the vestibu-
lar disorders that I treat. Please don’t 
hesitate to contact me if you have any 
questions.

Sincerely,

Michael A. Gordon, M.D.
mgordon@entandallergy.com

D r. Michael Gordon is fellowship trained 

in otology and neurotology from the 

Ear Research Foundation at Sarasota 

Memorial Hospital in Sarasota, Florida. He completed

both internship and residency at the Albert 

Einstein College of Medicine, and has an academic 

appointment at Einstein as an assistant professor.

 He joins ENTA from his New Hyde Park practice, 

and has been in the profession since 1993. He was 

section head of Otology and Neurotology at the 

Long Island Jewish Medical Center (LIJ), and contin-

ues to maintain appointments in the departments 

of Otolaryngology and Communicative Disorders, 

and Neurology. He is particularly well-known within 

the professional community for his expertise in the 

evaluation and management of vertigo, balance dis-

orders, and other vestibular problems, and has been 

an invited lecturer on these subjects at numerous 

regional medical centers.

 Dr. Gordon has been listed in every edition of How 

to Find the Top Doctors: New York Metro Area as well as 

every edition of Newsday’s feature ”Long Island’s Best 

Doctors.”

 He patients with a variety of disorders, including

hearing loss, vertigo, poor balance, and dizziness. 

ENT and Allergy is currently considering opportunities

in the development of a specialized hearing and 

balance center.

 Dr. Gordon cares for patients in our state-of-the-art 

Garden City, NY office. If you are interested in mak-

ing an appointment with Dr. Gordon, please call the 

Garden City office at (516) 222-1881.

Michael Gordon, M.D.

Michael Gordon, m.d.
Board-certified in Otolaryngology/Head & Neck Surgery

990 Stewart Ave • Suite 610
Garden City, NY 11530

 (516) 222-1881
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Dizziness, Vertigo and Balance Disorders
What is “dizziness”?
Dizziness is a term often used by patients to relate 
a disturbance in their equilibrium. The term is very 
general and can include a wide array of symptoms 
such as fatigue, visual disturbance, lightheadedness, 
confusion, vertigo, and many others.

It is often difficult for the patient to adequately 
describe the symptoms. One of the goals of the phy-
sician specializing in dizziness is to gain an under-
standing as to what type of “dizziness” the patient 
has been experiencing.

What is “vertigo”?
Vertigo is a symptom, not a diagnosis. Vertigo 
is defined as the hallucination of motion. These 
motions can be “objective” — the patient perceives 
movement of the environment, or “subjective” — the 
patient perceives an internal sense of motion.

Objective vertigo is nearly always related to prob-
lems of the inner ear or the ear’s complex connec-
tions to the central nervous system. Subjective 
vertigo can be ear-related as well but can also have 
numerous other causes.

What are some of the common diagnoses that 
can cause vertigo?

Meniere’s disease
This disease is an inner ear disorder related to 
abnormal inner ear fluid pressure. The symptoms can 
include: episodes of vertigo, fluctuating hearing loss, 
and tinnitus (ear noises).

Benign Paroxysmal Positional Vertigo (“BPPV”)
Occasionally, particles form or settle in one of the 
semicircular canals of the inner ear. The particles 
tend to sink to the lowest point of the canal. Certain 
positional changes, such as rolling to one’s side in 
bed, can result in reorientation of the canal in space, 
causing the particles to sink to the new 
“bottom.” This typically results in a sensation of 
“room spinning” that lasts for less than one minute.

Labyrinthitis
Inflammation in the inner ear can result from bacterial 
middle ear infections or, more commonly, from viral 
infections. Labyrinthitis can cause rapid progression 
of vertigo and possibly hearing loss. The term “labyrin-
thitis” is also occasionally used in a generic way — to 
indicate that a patient’s symptoms appear to be on the 
basis of an unspecified inner ear disorder.

Vestibular Neuronitis
Viral infection of the vestibular (balance) nerve can 
result in vertigo lasting for several days, followed by 
more prolonged imbalance. 

Other
There are many less common causes of vertigo, some 
ear-related and some neurologic.

What can be done about my vertigo?
1. Diagnosis
The first step to solving the problem of vertigo 
is obtaining the correct diagnosis. This is often 
a complicated process. The history and physical 
examination remain the most important elements 
of the evaluation. Additionally, nearly all patients 
should undergo hearing testing to help evaluate 
inner ear function. Some patients may also require 
other audiological testing such as brainstem audi-
tory evoked response testing (BAER), otoacoustic 
emissions (OAEs), electrocochleography (ECoG) 
and electro- or videonystagmography (ENG or 
VNG). Occasionally, radiological studies such as 
CT or MRI may be requested as well. Not every 
patient requires every test.

The specialist analyzes the information gathered 
from the history and physical examination as 
well as the various diagnostic studies in order to 
determine the diagnosis. 

2. Treatment
The treatment options vary greatly with the specif-
ic diagnosis. Some available treatments include: 
dietary changes, oral medications, instillation of 
medication into the middle ear, positional maneu-
vers, vestibular rehabilitation (specialized physi-
cal therapy), and surgery.

Balance Disorders
Balance problems are extremely common, particularly 
in senior citizens. Falls are among the leading causes 
of fatal and non-fatal injuries in the elderly.

Our balance depends mostly on the function of 3 systems:
1. Vision
Our eyes give us important information in reference 
to our orientation, position, and movement relative 
to our environment.

2. Proprioception (position sense)
Provides information regarding our orientation rel-
ative to gravity. When a person leans, he should be 
able to feel the shift in pressure of his feet against 
the floor. Similarly, there should be some detection 
of leaning in the muscles of the trunk. 

3. Vestibular
The inner ear balance system is responsible for 
maintaining balance and equilibrium, particularly 
during motion.

In general, if there is weakness in one of these sys-
tems, the remaining 2 systems should allow the indi-
vidual to compensate and to maintain balance under 
most conditions. If the weakness in one system is 
overwhelming, or if there is weakness in more than 
one system, imbalance may result. There are numer-
ous other health, fitness and environmental factors 
that can that can contribute to balance disorders. 

The primary goals of the balance evaluation are to 
determine which of these systems is contributing to 
the imbalance and to determine if there is an underly-
ing disorder that requires treatment. 

In nearly all cases, measures can be taken to help improve 
balance and to reduce the risks of falls and injury.


